Fractionated administration of gemtuzumab ozogamicin for refractory acute myeloid leukemia.
It is difficult to decide an appropriate treatment strategy for elderly leukemia patients with other complications. We encountered 2 cases of refractory acute myeloid leukemia and safely treated the patients with fractionated administration of gemtuzumab ozogamicin (GO). Standard induction therapies were not effective for these patients. Moreover, they suffered from complications due to which their treatment options were restricted. Fractionated administration of GO (GO 3 mg/m(2) on days 1, 3 and 5) was accomplished safely and alleviated the patients' conditions. After treatment, these patients were followed by outpatient basis. We consider that this is an impressive treatment because fractionated administration of GO is potentially less toxic. Further, it will be helpful to maintain or improve the QOL of patients who are unable to receive intensive chemotherapy. These cases were significant because fractionated GO treatment is potentially less toxic and it will be helpful to maintain or improve the QOL of patients who can not receive intensive chemotherapy.